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• 30,543 Magazine subscribers
• 33,081 Registered Website visitors
• 31,640 Daily Newsletter subscribers

What 2019’s results tell us about the next decade in beauty.
This report was prepared just as the
COVD-19 (coronavirus) epidemic ramped
up. Since the presentations detailed
herein were delivered, global travel
patterns, supply chains, brand strategies
and consumer behaviors have been
significantly disrupted. While this report
highlights the underlying dynamics of the
market, it does not capture the extent to
which shopping channel preferences and
other key considerations might be reshaped
throughout the remainder of the year.

What’s Included:
Magazine

IN THIS SECTION
From skin care to fragrance to hair to color cosmetics, beauty is in the midst of a shakeup.

facebook.com/gcimagazine

• Full page ad, exclusive, positioned in article.
• Sponsored by: “Company Logo” on first page of article.
• A 250 word sidebar supplied by the sponsor.

I

–Editor

n early February 2020 more than
750 beauty industry professionals
packed into CEW’s annual market
trend briefing in New York City—
Global Cosmetic Industry was there.
Certainly everyone in the room
had urgent questions in mind, as
voiced by CEW chairwoman Jill
Scalamandre (of Shiseido): when is the
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• Who is the Beauty Consumer of 2020? (Page 23)
• Skin Care’s Days Are Numbered (Page 26)
• Color Cosmetics’ Bumpy Ride (Page 30)
• Hair Care Shines (Page 32)
• Fragrance on the Upswing (Page 34)

www.gcimagazine.com

CORONAVIRUS BEAUTY INTELLIGENCER

A recent report from Euromonitora notes that the coronavirus outbreak in China
appears to have impacted the market’s beauty and personal care sales, which
expanded at 9% in 2019. However, the analysis described demand as “more rigid,”
which could fuel a comeback once infection rates diminish.
Winners have included hand sanitizers and liquid soaps, but long-term innovation could include “healthy beauty” products that promote ingredients that deliver
wellbeing benefits.
Subscribe to the Global Cosmetic Industry daily newsletter to receive your regularly
updated briefing on the impact of COVID-19 on brands, supply chains and consumers.
Sign up for free at www.gcimagazine.com/newsletter.
a

https://blog.euromonitor.com/impact-of-coronavirus-in-china-to-last-beyond-outbreak-in-some-sectors/
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Digital Magazine
• Sponsored by: “Company Name” on article summary
in “Issue Ready” email.
• Digital Belly Band, linked to article.

Website
• Exclusive ownership of article page for a Full Year.
• “Sponsored by” Banner on article page.
• Billboard Ad Top (linked to Branded Content).
• Super Leaderboard Bottom (linked to Branded Content).
• Branded Content with Lead Generation (Call to Action –
Sample, White Paper, Formulation) – Launched in 2 newsletters
(Direct Leads and Marketing Inquiries included for 2 months)
• Magazine sidebar included with the sponsored article on the website.

Newsletter
• Editorial/Article included in 3 newsletters, “Sponsored by
Company Name” included in article summary

Rate: $9,500
Must book at least 4 weeks before
the magazine ad close date
Material is due 2 weeks before the
magazine ad close date

